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BUSH-CLINTON 9/11 LINKED
BEAR STEARNS, "RHINELAND FUNDING",
THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND THE
LOOTING OF THE U.S. TREASURY
by Tom Heneghan

HIGH TREASON TRAITORS AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
source

Fed Bails Out Bear Stearns
Stocks Tumble After Bear Stearns Bailout

PREVIOUS INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS RELATED TO 9/11
TIED BEAR STEARNS HEDGE FUND:

September 4, 2007

Tom Heneghan

…P.S. Newsweek Magazine is claiming that bin Laden is still alive.
Reference: Bin Laden died of kidney failure six years ago.
Bin Laden actually went to a CIA hospital in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates in July of 2001, just two months prior to 9/11, to receive
dialysis treatment for his failing kidneys.
That is correct folks! Two months before 9/11 bin Laden, i.e. Tim
Osman (bin Laden’s name within the CIA was Tim Osman), was a
"Dead Man Walking”.
So the question in front of us is the following:
Why is Newsweek Magazine and its editor, homosexual in-the-closet
Jon Meacham, and his buddy Mossad agent Michael Isikoff trying to
keep bin Laden alive?
The answer folks is simple. Bin Laden’s holdings in the defunct Bear
Stearns Hedge Fund are subject to an IRS tax levy at the time of his
death.
Since Newsweek Magazine and the British Royal Family have major
holdings in the Bear Stearns Hedge Fund and the Carlyle Group it is
necessary to keep bin Laden alive.

September 8, 2007 Tom Henegan
…Notice to homosexuals in-the-closet Freddy Thompson and Jon
Meacham: I still have the America Global China documents that you
covered up to protect both Bush and Clinton; and just a reminder
that I still have the Red Mercury-Gary Best-FBI Division 5-Osama bin
Laden-Al Qaeda financial contractual agreements.
Could this be the reason the Bear Stearns Hedge Fund collapsed.
And one last warning to the U.S. media filth: We are monitoring you
24 hours a day and watching your lies and spin as you present this
bogus bin Laden tape as something real.

September 15, 2007

Tom Heneghan

…Reference: Informed sources familiar with Bank of America and
Bear Stearns allege that the Federal Reserve is on orders from
Bushfraud to bail out Bank of America and the Bear Stearns Hedge
Fund.
Note: The Northern Rock Bank of the United Kingdom has already
collapsed because of the criminal money laundering of both Bank of
America and Bear Stearns Hedge Fund.

November 18, 2007

Tom Heneghan

…It can now be reported that White House occupant George W.
Bushfraud has nominated his enabler Judge Mark R. Filip for Deputy
Attorney General of the United States, (312) 435-5667.
Filip, a former law clerk to grease ball fascist Justice Anthony Scalia,
now sits as a Federal Judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals Court in
Chicago.
Now let’s look at Filip’s jaded background.
Before his appointment to the Illinois bench, Filip worked at a noted
law firm in Chicago called Skadden Arps.
Skadden Arps has been linked to the bribes of Florida election
officials in the overthrow of the year 2000 presidential election, i.e.
Albert Gore’s victory.

Non-inaugurated, DULY ELECTED President Albert Gore Jr.
source

And, of course, it gets worse!
The funds for the fix derived from CIA stooge corporation Coca Cola,
General Electric Accola and the Walt Disney ABC News organization.
The bagman and fixer was none other than 9/11 co-conspirator,
former U.S. Solicitor General Ted Olson.
Upon further investigation, the Florida 2000 bribery funds have been
traced to Winter Springs, Florida Bear Stearns Brokerage.
Bear Stearns Winter Springs, Florida actually facilitated an IPO on a
noted software company called Choicepoint software.
Choicepoint software was used by the State of Florida in the year
2000 to ILLEGALLY purge over 50,000 African-Americans off the
voter rolls and falsely classify them as convicted felons preventing
them from voting.
The leadership team directing this TREASON project was none other
than Florida Governor Jeb Bush, Ted Olson, Judge Mark Filip and
Florida’s Secretary of State and noted slut Katherine Harris.
And, of course, it keeps getting worse!

non-inaugurated, DULY ELECTED President Albert Gore Jr.
source

Olson not only helped to facilitate bribes to the Gang of Five on the
U.S. Supreme Court, which overthrew Albert Gore’s election as
president, but also facilitated bribery for Chicago Judges Filip,
Darrah and Wedoff who were hearing arguments on the Coca Cola
copyright case tied to ABC Mickey Mouse Walt Disney, whose major
stockholders included FloridaGate 2000 fixer James Baker, current
Supreme Court Justice John Roberts and none other than
unelectable Hillary lesbian IN-THE-CLOSET Rodenhurst Clinton’s
brother Hugh Rodham.
Rodham represented none other than Colombian Medellin drug cartel
boss Carlos Lehdrer.
Lehdrer was later pardoned by Florida Governor Jeb Bush. Lehdrer
has been linked to dirty Floridagate 2000 narcotics money, and the
noted 9/11 SunCruz casino ships that Mohamed Atta allegedly
gambled .. 9/11.
Lehdrer even had a trading account at Bear Stearns in Winter
Springs, Florida.
The crime spree involving these conspirators continues.

November 20, 2007 Tom Heneghan
…It can now be reported that Bushfraud’s recently resigned
Homeland Security Advisor, Frances Fragos Townsend, is under
criminal investigation for perjury and obstruction of justice in
regards to the warrant-less wiretapping that was ordered by
occupunk George W. Bush against the American People PRE 9/11.
TOWNSEND, A LIFELONG STOOGE AND OPERATIVE OF THE BUSHCLINTON CRIME FAMILY SYNDICATE ACTUALLY DESTROYED
INCRIMINATING DOCUMENTS, EMAILS AND CABLES THAT HAVE A
DIRECT LINK TO THE INFORMATION THAT FBI WHISTLEBLOWER
SIBEL EDMONDS HAD DISCOVERED, WHICH WARNED THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT OF THE PENDING 9/11 ATTACK.
Reference: Daniel Ellsberg, the individual who helped release the
"Pentagon Papers" in the early 1970s, has been quoted saying that
the Sibel Edmonds evidence directly involves criminal activity and
impeachable offenses by the highest levels of the Bush
Administration, including the alleged President and Vice President.
See:
The French PRE 9/11 WARNING to the U.S. government, i.e. the U.S.
State Department, which was the intercepted Israeli IntelligenceMOSSAD cable containing the 9/11 command order "the time is now,
the match is hot", was withheld from the Patrick Fitzgerald
investigation by none other than both Frances Fragos Townsend and
current head of the Department of Homeland Security, MOSSAD
agent, Michael Chertoff.
Remember folks, this 9/11 TREASON information and evidence was
also available in advance to the New York State delegation including
then New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, now New York
governor, MOSSAD asset Charles Schumer, Democrat of New York,
and of course, MOSSAD agent, unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary
Rodenhurst Clinton.

NOTE: THE FRENCH INTERCEPTS OF ISRAELI CABLES FROM THE
MOSSAD OUTPOST IN DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE) DEALT
DIRECTLY WITH ISRAELI INTELLIGENCE INTENTIONS TO MAKE
THEIR MOSSAD-AL QAEDA CELLS IN THE UNITED STATES
OPERATIONAL FOR THE PURPOSE OF A TERRORIST ATTACK.
SO THE COMMAND AND CONTROL FOR THE 9/11 BLACK OPS ATTACK
ON THE UNITED STATES CAME FROM A DUBAI, UAE ISRAELI
INTELLIGENCE OUTPOST.
Once again it was our great ally of 200 years, The Republic of
France, that tried to save America from this TREASON conspiracy
against the American People.
Do not be fooled by the controlled American media elite’s latest spin
that Matt McClellan, former Bushfraud press secretary, was lied to by
the Bush Administration in regards to the Valerie Plame case.
Both Patrick Fitzgerald and the Bush Administration knew all along
that Richard Armitage was the leaker. So there never has, or never
will be, a real case involving Valerie Plame’s status.
What Matt McClellan, the Bushfraud Administration and the media
elite filth want to do is to spin and defer from the REAL question
before us, which deals with the SEALED NATIONAL SECURITY
FILINGS MADE BY FITZGERALD IN THE INDICTMENT OF SCOOTER
LIBBY.
Remember, the indictment of Libby was for perjury and obstruction
of justice, it had nothing to do with the question of Valerie Plame’s
alleged "outing" as a CIA agent.
Fitzgerald continues to investigate the larger question dealing with
9/11 and the attempt to plant WMDs in Iraq utilizing Dubai, UAE.
That road of inquiry takes us right back to the American-Turkish
Council and the TREASON evidence Sibel Edmonds is holding.
Item: So we now see why Bushfraud needs to appoint Judge Mark
Filip of Chicago, Illinois as Deputy Attorney General of the United
States.

Filip continues to engage in felony obstruction of justice in the
matter of not only 9/11 and the ILLEGAL war in Iraq, but the bribery
and criminal conspiracy that overlaps in the overthrow and coup d
etat that took place in Florida, i.e. the year 2000 presidential
election.
Remember the sealed National Security filings of Fitzgerald connect
the dots from FloridaGate 2000 to the 9/11 Mohamed Atta SunCruz
Casinos and the role of both Valeria Plame and Scooter Libby in the
Bush-Clinton "TRUE COLORS" assassination teams.
The financial records taken from the American-Turkish Council by
Sibel Edmonds traced the financial funding for all of this TREASON to
a Bear Stearns brokerage house in Winter Springs, Florida with a
direct connection to the LaSalle Bank in Chicago.

December 21, 2007

Tom Heneghan

…P.S. We are now working on a story involving the Cayman Islands
and secret offshore accounts tied to daddy Bush, Jeb Bush, noted
2000 election fixer Katherine Harris, along with Bill and Hillary
Clinton, and current Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney.
Some of the funds in the offshore accounts of these individuals were
actually stolen and laundered utilizing the now bankrupt Bear
Stearns Hedge Funds.
The Bear Stearns office in Chicago, Illinois is now the focus of U.S.
Treasury investigators.
The Chicago Bear Stearns office has been tied to massive wire
transfers of Euro currency through the Cayman Islands.
Also tied up in this fiasco is the Key Bank Utah, a known front for the
Church of Latter Day Saints, i.e. the Mormon Church.
Reference: This investigation in Utah ties back to millions of dollars
missing from the Utah Olympic project involving the Bushes, the
Clintons, homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Senator Orrin Hatch and
current Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney.

January 1, 2008

Tom Heneghan

…Al Qaeda and the government of Pakistan have found their way
into the campaign coffers of UNELECTABLE lesbian IN-THE-CLOSET
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, Democrat of New York, "Barbie doll" and
serial flip-flopper Mitt Romney, Republican of Massachusetts, as well
as CLOSET homosexual and abortion lobbyist Fred Thompson, and
pedophile Bill Richardson, Democrat of New Mexico.
Reference: Some of these funds are actually offshoots of the late
Osama bin Laden’s construction company.
These funds were laundered through the now defunct Riggs Bank in
Washington D.C. into offshore CIA proprietaries in the Cayman
Islands and then actually placed in the accounts of these political
New World Order stooges through on-shore firms, like General
Electric NBC and Bear Stearns.
Note: Bear Stearns, which is now broke, was linked to American
Insurance Group (AIG) and PRE 9/11 put options placed on the New
York and Chicago financial exchanges 72 hours before the
September 11th attacks.

POLITICAL WHORE ALERT
Do not be fooled by the potential presidential candidacy of Khazarian
Jew and current New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
Bloomberg, a 9/11 co-conspirator, has covered up the American
International Group (insurance/financial) Hank Greenberg’s PRE
9/11 put option scam run through Bear Stearns on major insurance
companies like Swiss and German ReInsurance.
Bloomberg is also covering up, not only for Bear Stearns and
American Insurance Group (AIG), but also for the activities
PRE-9/11 at the American-Turkish Council and the secret
correspondence between Hank Greenberg, the American-Turkish
Council and noted Khazarian Jew and war criminal, Henry Kissinger.
Note: It was the unelected Bushfraud that wanted to place Kissinger
as the chairman of the so-called 9/11 Commission.

February 14, 2008

Tom Heneghan

…Celebi, a dual Turkish-U.S. citizen, was named as a MAJOR player
in the MOSSAD-riddled 9/11 linked arms and narcotics
counterfeiting racket run at the noted American-Turkish Council
headquarters in Ankara, Turkey.
Celebi worked at the American-Turkish Cultural Alliance in Chicago,
Illinois and also worked part-time at the Turkish Consulate in
Chicago.
Sibel Edmonds, with the help of French Intelligence, intercepted
conversations at the American-Turkish Council, which fingered
Henry Kissinger and former British Prime Minister Tony Blair to
known Al Qaeda cells in Hamburg, Germany.
Reference: This terrorist cell is operated by known UNELECTABLE
Hillary stooge and business partner EVA TELEGE aka TELEKE aka
TELEKI, who is a wanted suspect in the 7/7 London bombings.
Celebi’s name was mentioned in some of the conversations that
originated from the American-Turkish Council and the Turkish
Consulate in Chicago.
Celebi seems to have been a bagman for various financial trading
schemes linked to "put options" placed at Bear Stearns in Chicago
just prior to 9/11.
Note: Celebi had been identified in 1999 by then Vice President
Albert Gore Jr., along with Gore’s national security adviser Leon
Fuerth and Clinton Administration anti-terrorist point man Richard
Clarke as being involved in Al Qaeda terrorist funding utilizing the
American-Turkish Cultural Alliance and known Colombian cartel drug
lord Carlos Lehder as co-conspirators (Hillary Clinton’s brother Hugh
Rodham was attorney for drug lord Lehder – then Governor Jeb Bush
ILLEGALLY pardoned his co-conspirator Lehder).
Also mentioned with Celebi in the criminal referral, which was given
to Clinton’s Attorney General Janet Reno was East German DVD
agent and UNELECTABLE Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton adviser EVA
TELEGE aka TELEKE aka TELEKI.

Reference: TELEGE, an East German DVD agent, had infiltrated the
Clinton White House and had become a major adviser to then First
Lady Hillary Clinton on a project to build an Alabama toll bridge
utilizing the funds of noted CIA proprietary account Marvelous
Investments Ltd. in Andover, Massachusetts.
Thanks to the work of Gore, Fuerth and Clarke, and FBI investigation
was initiated in regards to Celebi but later dropped as President
Clinton, i.e. daddy Bush’s little bitch, claimed that Celebi had
immunity from prosecution given his status as a Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) operative.
This was all happening at the time that SERIAL RAPIST Bill Clinton
and his Secretary of State Madeleine Albright aka Half-bright,
allowed Osama bin Laden to escape termination, i.e. assassination,
because both Clinton and Albright were afraid that killing bin Laden
would immediately trigger billions of dollars laundered through
Kosovo and Eastern Europe to be identified as CIA proprietary funds
due Ambassador Leo Wanta.

February 24, 2008

Tom Heneghan

…Speaking of insider trading, it can now be reported that NEW
SMOKING GUN 9/11 EVIDENCE is in possession of Justice
Department officials loyal to former Deputy Attorney General James
Comey.
The new evidence ties Bear Stearns hedge funds and a German bank
IKB to PRE-9/11 put options, i.e. short sales, placed on the Chicago
Board of Options.
The conduit for this ILLEGAL trading was an offshoot of the Bear
Stearns Hedge Fund tied to Deutsche Bank called "Rhineland
Funding”.
"Rhineland Funding" has links to the noted Bush-Clinton-Mitt
Romney-CIA proprietary account in Andover, Massachusetts called
Marvelous Investments Ltd.
Reference: Marvelous Investments Ltd. is headed by CEO and noted
fugitive and wanted 7/7 London bombings TERRORIST suspect Eva
TELEGE aka TELEKE aka TELEKI.

TELEGE aka TELEKE aka TELEKI has also been linked to the Al Qaeda
9/11 cell in Hamburg, Germany, with direct ties to the East German
DVD-MOSSAD money laundering "Rhineland Funding”.
AND NOW IT REALLY GETS WORSE!
"RHINELAND FUNDING" HAS BEEN FINGERED BY FBI
WHISTLEBLOWER SYBIL EDMONDS AS HAVING DIRECT LINKS TO
THE AMERICAN-TURKISH COUNCIL AND THE BUSH-CLINTON 9/11
TIED BEAR STEARNS HEDGE FUND THAT, ALONG WITH THE U.S.
FEDERAL RESERVE, HAS LOOTED THE U.S. TREASURY.
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/U-S-COUNTDOWN-STARTS_03-16-2018.html

Friday

March 16, 2018

U.S. Countdown Starts
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

source

UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that the U.S.
Provost Marshall, along with the U.S. Military Joint Chiefs of Staff,
has declared Executive Emergency Provost Protocol Override
declaring that Albert Gore Jr. of Carthage, Tennessee is the noninaugurated, natural born, year 2000 DULY ELECTED President of the
United States of America.
Accordingly, all other elections from 2004 to 2016 are null and void.

The full implementation of the 28th Amendment will be executed
with any attempt to interfere in the re-implementation of the
Constitution of he United States of America being dealt with all
appropriate measures, including brute force.
The order goes out : Obey the Constitution, the Supreme Law of the
United States, or else!

May God Save the United States of America and
the Constitution of the United States

source

What Taxpayers Get From the (pre 9/11 put options)
Bear Stearns 'Bailout'

https://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/flowchart/2008/03/25/what-taxpayers-get-fromthe-bear-stearns-bailout

April of 2008

Tom Heneghan

...The current AIPAC trial, which is being delayed in U.S. Federal
Court in Virginia, deals with new evidence linking elements of the
Israeli MOSSAD-run New Jersey-based Urban moving Systems to
command and control in the 9/11 attack on America.
There is also evidence, which is financial in nature, tying both Viktor
Bout and unelectable LOSER Hillary Clinton fundraiser and 9/11 coconspirator, Mehmet Celebi, to PRE-9/11 put options and short
positions placed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Chicago
Board of Options in both airline and insurance stocks just prior to
9/11.The brokerage firm fingered in orchestrating this financial
TREASON is none other than Bear Stearns offices in Chicago, Illinois
and Winter Springs, Florida.
Reference: The criminal Bushfraud Administration has just recently
bailed out Bear Stearns with U.S. TAXPAYERS...
--Wells Fargo gives its CEO a $4.6m raise on flat earnings and more scandals
Wells Fargo CEO Tim Sloan has only been on the job since October,
but he's earned a 35%, $4.6m raise, despite flat earnings and a
series of scandals since Sloan took over from the cartoonishly
villainous John Stumpf.
https://boingboing.net/2018/03/15/son-of-stumpf.html

Following The Bailout Money To Wells Fargo - CBS News Troubled
Wachovia has been bought out by Wells Fargo for $12.7 billion, creating the
nation's second-largest bank in terms of deposits.
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/following-the-bailout-money-to-wells-fargo/

All the Ripoffs and Scams Wells Fargo Pulled on Customers ... Wells
Fargo had to pay billions in fines for ripping off Americans ... while
Wells Fargo got a bailout. ...

https://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/wells-fargo-ripping-off-people.html/?a=viewall

Wells Fargo isn't ready to repay federal bailout funds ... Jun 10,
2009 · Wells Fargo & Co. didn't want a federal capital infusion last fall but
got...
http://articles.latimes.com/2009/jun/10/business/fi-wells-fargo10

source

source

At this hour, U.S.-based Wells Fargo Bank and its branch out of
Reno, Nevada is in total violation of the Commodity Exchange Act of
1936 as they are trying to bail out, along with Jefferies Inc. out of
Chicago, Illinois, the massive debits and margin calls of Bank of
America tied to their naked short positions in the Swiss franc and
the Japanese yen.

P.P.S. Wells Fargo is now putting in jeopardy all of its depositors
and account holders by using Dodd-Frank legislation as a vehicle to
use the deposits of their customers to meet the margin calls of Bank
of America and other FX firms who were blindsided by the Swiss
National Bank.
What is forthcoming is a massive 'BAIL-IN' by crooked U.S. banks
STEALING AND LOOTING OF THEIR CUSTOMERS' FUNDS to meet
their massive margin calls tied to their naked short undermargined
positions in the Japanese yen.

Founding Father and 3rd U.S. President Thomas Jefferson
source

October 7, 2008 Tom Heneghan
P.P.S. A massive ponzi scheme is now taking place inside the
[privately owned] Federal Reserve linked to Wachovia, Wells Fargo
and Citi Bank involving TRILLIONS of dollars of currency derivatives
tied to Luxembourg and the Philippines.
A major Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate brokerage firm called
Alex Brown Securities, a division of none other than Deutsche Bank,
is being used to launder Euro currency to various secret bank
accounts in the nations of Luxembourg, Denmark and Sweden.
Alex Brown Securities is also the New York firm, which currently
handles the account of both daddy Bush and his little bitch, Bill
Clinton, involved in alleged hurricane relief, but is nothing more than
a front for currency derivative fraud.
Note: It did not take daddy Bush's little bitch, Bill Clinton, long to
start once again doing business with his 'handler' daddy Bush, in
fact only two months after his lesbian in-the-closet wife's defeat
sociopath Clinton was back doing business with sociopath daddy
Bush.
P.P.P.S. It was the FDIC that ruled Citi Bank has the legal authority
to buy Wachovia.
It was only after Wells Fargo, an alleged solvent bank, received $30
BILLION in 'bailout' money from the U.S. Treasury, did Wells Fargo
make a new bid for Wachovia at the expense of Citi Bank's bid.
As we reported in a previous briefing, folks, Bushfraud and his
criminal co-conspirators want to use Wells Fargo to hide and cover
up the Deutsche Bank derivatives, which are linked to major alleged
Al Qaeda terrorist cells operating in the German Republic who have
major secret accounts at the Deutsche Bank.
...
The scam that Paulson, Bushfraud and Bernanke are trying to pull
off, along with the compromised Internal Revenue Service, is to let
Wells Fargo buy Wachovia Bank and then let Wachovia actually write
off the outstanding fixed rate derivatives linked to Deutsche Bank.

October 25, 2009 Tom Heneghan
UNITED STATE of America - It can now be reported that both
Wells Fargo Bank and Bank of America face total collapse within 24
hours.
Federal Reserve Chairman Bernard Bernanke has been told by the
People's Republic of China that he must re-pay a $1 TRILLION loan,
which was given to him by the PRC, by Tuesday, October 27, 2009 at
9:00 a.m. EST.
Note: The $1 TRILLION loan was issued by China to the former
BushFRAUD Administration in September of 2008 and was designed
to stabilize the U.S. equity market and basically help the Federal
Reserve and the U.S. Treasury bail out the crooked banks and
brokerage firms like Goldman Sachs and J.P. Morgan that have
helped enable the LOOTING of the U.S. Treasury.
Item: Over this weekend Chinese officials became enraged when
they became aware that the $1 TRILLION loan is gone and was
wiped out in massive derivative aka toxic asset trading with the
derivatives being compounded 100 times by the crooked Federal
Reserve, which used these then worthless derivatives as collateral to
create cash aka funny money that has been used to manipulate U.S.
equity and bond markets and artificially manufacture a bogus yield
curve designed to keep interest rates at zero.
Again, the low interest rates are only used by these crooked banks
to exchange and mark up worthless derivatives aka credit default
swaps.
Banks are not loaning money to the American People; they are
engaged in a Ponzi Scheme between themselves.
Chinese officials also became enraged when they learned early last
week that the noted Galleon Group India-based hedge fund was
used by both Goldman Sachs and the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York utilizing the Bernard Madoff Ponzi Scheme to LOOT the Chinese
Sovereign Fund on behalf of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate.

Note: Informed sources tell us that former BushFRAUD Treasury
Secretary Henry 'Hank' Paulson has told his friends that he feels he
is being tracked and monitored by members of Chinese Intelligence
on a 24 hour basis.
It should also be noted that the Chinese want Paulson arrested for
failure to allow Bank of America to implement the noted WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocols, which would allow TRILLIONS of
dollars to return to the U.S. Treasury from offshore secret hedge
funds and accounts tied to the members of the noted Bush-Clinton
Crime Family Syndicate.
We can now also divulge that Bank of America CEO Kenneth Lewis is
cooperating with current New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo
and his consultant, former New York Governor Eliot Spitzer, in their
on-going criminal investigation in New York state that threatens to
bring down the conspiratorial criminal Federal Reserve Bank.

HIGH Treason Conspirators Against the American People
President George W. Bush, center, is flanked by U.S. Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson, right,
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, left,
SEC Chairman Christopher Cox trails behind.
source

Lewis has testified that former Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan, former BushFRAUD Treasury Secretary
Hank Paulson, along with current Obama Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner and current Federal Reserve
Chairman Bernard Bernanke, as well as former illegal
White House occupant George W. BushFRAUD, himself,
coordinated a secret money laundry involving the Galleon
Group hedge fund that allowed Wells Fargo Bank to wire
BILLIONS of dollars of STOLEN U.S. Taxpayers' funds to
finance the Bank of America 'bail out' of Merrill Lynch that
took place in December of 2008.
Note: These funds are also linked to the $1 TRILLION Chinese loan.
Wells Fargo moved most of the funds from an offshore hedge fund in
the Philippines that, along with the India-Pakistan based Galleon
Group hedge fund, was immune from any Congressional or SEC
oversight based on national security consideration.
These alleged hedge funds supposedly had a role in identifying
financial terrorist activity of alleged Al Qaeda.
Nothing could be further from the truth!
The Philippines based Wells Fargo funds and the aforementioned
Galleon Group have now been fingered by New York investigators as
a major financial supporter of the alleged Al Qaeda terrorist
organization Jundallah.
BushFRAUD and his former Vice pResident Richard Cheney used this
organization for various terrorist black ops in Afghanistan, Iraq and
Iran.
Jundallah was used, and IS being used in the recent bombings in
Pakistan as to prevent FBI investigators from looking into the
Galleon Group hedge fund.
Jundallah has been directly linked to the assassination of former
Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto as well as the violent
terrorist blacks ops staged in Iran and in Mumbai (Bombay), India.

Jundallah and its cells have recently splintered off because
their cash flow has been cut off and are now being
directed by the Sunni insurgency as well as British
Intelligence in Iraq to stage false flag terrorist attacks and
are being paid by none other than Blackwater Associates
and STOLEN funds from the Central Bank of Iraq tied to
none other than former British Prime Minister, Dunblaine
pedophile and war criminal, Anthony Blair.
So you see, folks, this whole phony war on terror dating
back to 9/11 is nothing more than a massive financial
Ponzi Scheme involving crooked hedge funds and out-ofcontrol nation states that want to set up a permanent antiterrorist infrastructure that will destroy basic individual
rights of citizens worldwide, including, of course,
destroying the Constitution of the United States and the
American Republic.

Rollback of Dodd-Frank Provisions Clears Senate On 10Year Anniversary Of Bear Stearns Collapse

by Tyler Durden
Thu, 03/15/2018 - 05:55
A bipartisan bill which would relax restrictions placed on the financial
industry during the credit-crisis has cleared the Senate with a vote of 67-31,
on the 10-year anniversary of the collapse of Bear Stearns - but not before
several changes to the original legislation were made, which would benefit
big banks.
Sen. Mike Crapo (R-ID), chairman of the Senate Banking Committee
"A bill that began as a well-intentioned effort to satisfy some
perhaps legitimate community bank grievances has instead
mushroomed, sparking fears that Washington is paving the way for
the next financial meltdown," writes David Dayen of The Intercept.
Key Provisions
READ MUCH MORE
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-15/rollback-dodd-frank-provisions-clearssenate-10-year-anniversary-bear-stearns

August 17, 2014

Tom Heneghan

…Former President Clinton, who deregulated the banks during the
same time period with the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act, helped
foster private intelligence agency trust accounts that would be used
to fund private mercenary armies plus intelligence agency linked
Black Ops and PsyOps that created the foundation for the 9/11
FALSE FLAG aka George W. BushFRAUD's Reichstag Fire.

September 15, 2013

Tom Heneghan

Bill Clinton signs into law the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services
Modernization Act, November 12, 1999
[...] The 1999 Financial Services Modernization Act (FSMA) was
conducive to the the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933. A pillar
of President Roosevelt's "New Deal", the Glass-Steagall Act was put
in place in response to the climate of corruption, financial
manipulation and "insider trading" which resulted in more than
5,000 bank failures in the years following the 1929 Wall Street
crash.
Under the 1999 Financial Services Modernization Act, effective
control over the entire US financial services industry (including
insurance companies, pension funds, securities companies, etc.) had
been transferred to a handful of financial conglomerates and their
associated hedge funds.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/who-are-the-architects-of-economic-collapse/

UNITED STATES of America - Today we present clear cut evidence
from awarding winning journalist Greg Palast that Clinton-Bush
Crime Family Syndicate bank stooge Larry Summers should be
blocked by Congress from ever being Federal Reserve Chairman.
Summers lobbied Congress, along with former Texas Republican
Senator Phil Gramm and former Clinton era U.S. Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin, to have the depression era Glass-Steagall Act revoked.

It was former President Bill Clinton that signed legislation in 1999
that eliminated the Glass-Steagall Act.
The Glass-Steagall Act had protected Americans' savings deposits for
decades and had prevented banks from participating in proprietary
trading aka casino gambling using U.S. savings deposits as collateral
P.S. At this hour Swedish banks face a major liquidity crisis
involving ass backwards derivatives tied to their currency, the
krona.
In closing, it is time to reinstate Glass-Steagall and prevent Larry
Summers from cross-collateralizing any more derivatives, which
represent U.S. Taxpayers' funds.

$1 Trillion In US Bank Deposits Held Abroad Will No Longer Be
Insured

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-09-10/1-trillion-us-bank-deposits-held-abroad-willno-longer-be-insured

April 3, 2013

Tom Heneghan

...In closing it is important to remember who signed the 1999
legislation that got rid of the Glass-Steagall Act that protected the
savings of average Americans since depression days.

It was Bush Crime Family crony Bill Clinton enabled by his crooked
wife, Benghazi war criminal, Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, then
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin and further enabled by Christopher
Dodd, Barney Frank, Newt Gingrich and bald headed misfit, former
Texas Senator Phil Gramm, whose wife Wendy (who was then head
of the CFTC) lobbied for this legislation, which now threatens to
wreck the entire world economy.

April 2, 2015

Tom Heneghan

It gets even worse!
We can now divulge that the privately owned U.S. Federal Reserve
(controlled by the Bank of England) has been accommodating Bank
of America, JPMorgan Chase and the New York Mellon Bank in
disguising massive wrap around (non-collateralized without margin)
derivative debt tied to Bank of America and the George W.
BushFRAUD-Henry Paulson mortgage-backed securities scam that
helped wreck and destroy, along with Bear Stearns, the U.S.
economy in 2007 and 2008.

April of 2008 Tom Heneghan
...The current AIPAC trial, which is being delayed in U.S. Federal
Court in Virginia, deals with new evidence linking elements of the
Israeli MOSSAD-run New Jersey-based Urban moving Systems to
command and control in the 9/11 attack on America.
There is also evidence, which is financial in nature, tying both Viktor
Bout and unelectable LOSER Hillary Clinton fundraiser and 9/11 coconspirator, Mehmet Celebi, to PRE-9/11 put options and short
positions placed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Chicago
Board of Options in both airline and insurance stocks just prior to
9/11.The brokerage firm fingered in orchestrating this financial
TREASON is none other than Bear Stearns offices in Chicago, Illinois
and Winter Springs, Florida.
Reference: The criminal Bushfraud Administration has just recently
bailed out Bear Stearns with U.S. TAXPAYERS...

May God Save the United States of America and
the Constitution of the United States

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED!

Executive Emergency Provost Protocol Override
is fully operational and will be
fully implemented!

source

Year 2000 DULY ELECTED President Albert Gore Jr.
awaits inauguration,
our U.S. Constitution that is the
Supreme Law of the United States
demands it!
As we live free or die, Lafayette remains at Brandywine
and Albert Gore Jr. remains the year 2000,
U.S. CONSTITUTION DULY ELECTED, non-inaugurated,
natural born REAL President of the United States.
Al Gore on Restoring the Rule of Law
http://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/al-gore-on-restoring-the-rule-of-law
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/U-S-COUNTDOWN-STARTS_03-16-2018.html

